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The new Hammer Jammer for Guitar now in full production 
and available worldwide 

Unique attachment offers a creative, alternative playing method for guitarists and 
provides a new path of hope for handicapped guitar players 

WESTERVILLE, OH –  May 27, 2015 –  (GuitarPR) – After a two-year development period, the 
Hammer Jammer, a unique invention that changes the way a guitar is played, is now available 
and shipping worldwide. 

First appearing as a prototype in a YouTube demo video in January, 2014, the Hammer Jammer 
became an instant sensation receiving hundreds of thousands of views in a matter of days. 
Although an early run of prototype samples sold out in a few weeks, development of the 
production product continued and today, the vastly improved and refined device is beginning to 
show up in brand new videos. 

While all players will adapt to the Hammer Jammer differently, inventor and film composer, Ken 
McCaw, who conceived and developed the device says, “We’ve seen several players begin 
posting their own unique videos using the new Hammer Jammer, including Olivier Kikteff of 
France, who received his order in late May and posted his video less than 24 hours later.” The 
video can be seen at https://youtu.be/c8Zz6mwEgA4.  

During its development period, the Hammer Jammer was proven to be a highly useful device for 
wounded soldiers and other players with limited finger flexibility. Because the Hammer Jammer 
is essentially a hybrid of keyboard and guitar, many keyboard players, who also have guitar 
abilities, are finding the marriage of the two instruments intriguing and useful. 

Additional demo video can be viewed at https://youtu.be/HyzuzvWme_Y. 

More information and purchasing is available at: http://thehammerjammer.com.  

About the Hammer Jammer 

The Hammer Jammer is distributed by Big Walnut Productions, a music product development 
company located in Westerville, Ohio and is jointly developed in conjunction with MACA 
Plastics of Winchester, Ohio, an ISO-9001 certified design and manufacturing company. 

Contact 

Ken McCaw 
bigwalnutproductions@gmail.com 
Big Walnut Productions 
276 Burns Dr. N 
Westerville OH 43082 
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